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This is NOT an experimental talk and I recognize that I will be
asking some of you to think about old things in a new way!  

The purpose of this talk is to describe a way of calculating the best 
way of increasing the probability of transferring the state of a
Markov process to a desired end state. The details of what this means 
will be given below but for now, here is some further motivation.   

Suppose one has a system with states r,s,t  and that with no 
external influence the system will jump from one of these to another
with a certain transition rate a(r,s), a(s,t), etc. Suppose further that it
is possible to provide control (e.g., an electromagnetic pulse) that 
alters these rates: a(r,s) goes to a(r,s) +u b(r,s), etc.   Suppose further 
that there is a performance criterion that rewards the the system, 
depending only on the final state.  How do we select the the control 
in such a way as to maximizes the the expected value of the 
performance?  Many of talks at this conference have this flavor.
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Finding the path with the greatest yield:  Each link represents possible 
population transfer.  It is traversed with some probability. The nodes 
have populations.



If you stick with me I will describe:
1. A particular, but completely general, sample path description 

for continuous time Markov chains with some controllable 
transition rates. Think control of atomic states.  (But it also 
service systems, buffer management, routing, …)

2. The corresponding evolution of the probability law.
3. A differential equation for the minimum return function.
4. Some solved examples to show how it works. (These will not 

directly involve attosecond pulses, however.)
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a

bThink:  Bohr orbits associated
with the hydrogen atom and their 
various energy levels. 

Related to examples with a suitable pedigree in physics!



If it was good enough for Einstein and Bohr it can’t be all bad!



A Motivational Example
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Path term plus final state term





Typical of the 
answers we get
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Accumulated cost vs. time and the feedback control 
gain vs. time (lower curve).

The control gain

The performance



The  next four slides are background to describe a particular 
kind of stochastic differential appropriate for finite state 
Markov processes. This also plays a role in defining the difference
between closed loop and open loop control in the present context.



Basic Solution Concept



QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (LZW) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.





Setting up the special case used here 
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Based on a sample path representation of Markov process in terms
of Poisson counters with states, 0,1,2,…



The State Space and the Ito Rule

This set called X below









Linear and quadratic
functions of x are 
interchangeable on X!















Recall



Cost Functional k(t) has a Affine Large t Behavior 

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.



Why might you  might care?   Well, the solution of the equation for k 
provides a rule for selecting the feedback signal that provides the 
maximal state transfer (possibly with constraints or penalty on 
the path and/or control). The user does not need to (and, in fact, can 
not) define the intermediate states; the optimal control does this.  In 
this sense it does the design for you. It would seem to have the most 
potential for use on systems that have many intermediate states and 
many possible paths.
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Finding the path with the greatest yield:  Each link represents possible 
population transfer.  It is traversed with some probability. The nodes 
have populations.

Conclusions:  I did what I said I would do


